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In recent Palestinian cinema, narratives of loas and trauma

centered around the z948 Nakba have a strong relationship to the continu

ing traumas of occupation and oppression by the lsraeli forces. The preva
lence of Nakba themes in recent Palestinian films, always connected to the

second ítttiÊada, suggests that the Nakba is not mere memory or a trauma

of the past; instead, these films seem to point to both a cone nzlíty of Faia

atzd trauma, reaching from the past into the heart of the present, as well
as a contÍnaÍty of stra8Ze. The losses of the Nakba, they suggest, tire the
continued resistance to lsraeli occupation and subjugation. The resolution

of trauma is the struggle itself This chapter will examine the links across

memory; trauma, and identity in the context of the Nakba, arguing that
recent PalestiMan 61m has been engaged in a storytelling project that is Lied

to trauma, reliving it and thus perhaps turning melancholia unto mourning

work. The turning from the pathology of melancholia to the normalcy of
the work of mourning is not a simple or straight6orward social process, but
it is this very process, through recent Palestinian films, which is the 6ocus
of this chapter.Figure io Still üomJmitt,Jmin. Directed by Muhammad Bakri, zoom.
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The Econamy of Pain: From Fr©ud's A#aurnlní and
Mo/encho/ía to Caruth's Trauma Writin8s

Memory is at the root cause of trauma, Freud tells us, but is also the
source of its resolution. In one of his later works he outlines how the pain

of reliving the events leading to the trauma may in turn hold the key 6or a
gradua[ return to norma]ity (Freud i991 [igzo]). Mourning, and the work of
mourning, he tells us in a prece written some years before, is crucial âor the
return to the norma] ]ife (Freud l99i [lgi7]). Those who are not able, or not

allowed to mourn, may well lapse unto a pathological skate, such as melan-
choha. Mourning the dead is an essential need of human society; and of the
individual within it. Freud writes of "the economics of pain" when desig-

nating mourning as a reaction "to a loss of a loved person, or to the loss
of some abstraction which has taken the place of one, such as one's coun-

try, liberta; an ideal, and se on"(ibid.: 252). The ]ink made here by Freud be-
tween the sele a loved person, and "one's country" and "liberty" is of special
ínterest to us when examining íilms that also juxtapose such entities in their
narrative structure.

Freud clearly distinguishes between mourning--a normal process that

duly ends, and melancholia--a pathology that may destroy the subject. One

of the most interesting diKerences between the mourning process and the
pathological loops of melancholia is that the latter may well be triggered by a
loss of what he calls an "ideal kind": "one can recognize that there is a loss of

a more ideal kind. The object has not perhaps actually died, but has been lost

as an object of lave" (Freud l99i [i9i7]: z53). Hence, the loss that may trigger
the melanchoha is not necessarily a death, or total loas, but something like

the loas of one's country Real as it is, tais loss is diüerent â'om death. After
all, the country is still there. Thus the loss continuei, gets íixated, cannot be
mourned and done with, as in the case of death. The loss of one's country

nevar ettü. It must be even more pronounced when the loss is experienced

ín sita--while living in the lost country Freud reminds us that melancholia

contains "somethng more than normal mourning. In melanchoha the rela-
tion to the object is no simple one; it is complicated by the conílict due to
ambivalence" (ibid.: z66).

So what would become of whole societies where mourning is prevented?

Where coming to terms with the loss is not an option? What of sociedes
whose loas and catastrophe have been covered up, hidden away; and system-
..;,.n., .....H> nnp çll.-h pxnmnle is Palestinian societv: it has been peeling

from its great loss of country and autonomy ever since i948--since the for-

mative event of the Nakba, or the great catastrophe. In this chapter, l ex.

amine die Nakba and its construction in, and of. Palestinian memory and
identit$ through some cinematic representadons in recent Palestinian filma.

The rereading of Freud's work on trauma oüered by Cathy Caruth's writings,

which link it to lide, play; and storytelling, applies particularly well to situa
bons and people within a number of films l have chosen 6or dose study:

R©cent Palestinian Cinema and the Memary of the Nakba

The choice of íilms was made with the fiftieth anniversary of the Nakba

in mind. It is no accident that tais painful anniversary, happening as it did

concurrently widi lsrael's fifüedi anniversary as an independent skate, pro

duced reworkings of the memories and history of the i948 disaster. Pales

tiniam films that emerged around this important date have some common

characteristics: they tell and retell the history of the Nakba. l shall examine
six films produced by three Palestinian filmmakers, all lsraeli citizens,: that

deal with recent histor» memory and narrative. The 61ms discussed are Us

rara (lsrael, i998), i948 (]srael, z998) Chrottíc]e of a DÍsappearance, (Europe and

Palestine, i996), Jettítt, Jmin (lsrael/ Palestine 200z), Egtqrah (lsrael/ Palestine

zoom) and Digne Ittten'etttion(Palestine, 200z). The fiJms represent a special in

[erest in the Nakba and in cinematic storytelling, which they use as a uniíying

device while still operating roughly within the boundaries of documentary
cinema. Even íilms dealing with contemporary events invoke and reâerence
the Nakba in various ways. Many other Palestinian âlms have similar con-

cerns but this small number of better known íilms represent well the gamut
of expression on this topic.

For many years, the Nakba in Palestinian or Arab films was noticeable

by its absence.S This is far from surprising; the images of loss and destruc-

tion meted out by the Zionist 6orces to the many hundrecis of thousands

of Palestinian refugees are far from easy for Arabs, especially Palestinians to

confront. A long time had to pass until dle Nakba could become a hve topic

within Palestinian cultural lide, serving both the need to purge the trauma as
well as to construct identity A whole generation of Palestinians had to grow
up with hardly any cinematic representations of the great catastrophe of i948

as well as the acts of resistance that were part of their history This reminds
us of the similar attitude (though 6or diãerent reasons) in lsrael toward the
Holocaust during the i95os. The images ofJews led to the slaughter were an
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abomination for the Zionists of post-World War ll Palestine--the OldJew of

Europe has always been seen as an embarrassment for Zionism, a motivat-

ing negativity that propelled it to construct the NewJew, the lsraeh Zionist.4

Thus, visual representations of the Holocaust, and especially cinematic rep-
resentations, were very gare in tais formative period of lsrael.;

The important exceptions to tllis demeaning condition of EuropeanJewry;
are, in Zionist eyes and texts, the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, other smaller up-

risings, and the struggle by Jewish partisans against the Nazis. Such armed
resistance is seen and hailed as the precursor to the activities and existence of

the IDF. the armed 6orces of lsrael. Thus, lsrael managed to capitalize on the

few important acts of armed resistance by Jews in Nazi-controlled Europe,
and to make trem, ipso facto, a justiâcation and raison d'être for its own

actions in i948 and afterward. It is therefore interesting to note that Palestin
ians also have seen the Warsaw Ghetto struggle as iconic. At many points

Palestinian organizations and individuais have made reference to the Holo-
caust events. One such reterence was the visit in 1983 of a PLO delegate to
the Warsaw Ghetto monument, at which he laid a wreath and pronounced:

'B.s the Jews were then justiÊed to rise up against their Nazi murderers, se
now are the Palestinians jusdfied in their own struggle with the Zionists."ó
While tais fact, like some other instances of Palestinian references to Holo-
caust events. is mentioned inJames Young's(1993) illuminating book, he man-

ages to overlook, in a work on the texture of memory; some interesting facts
about the memorial sites he discusses. When describing Zionist memorializ-

ing projects, such as the forests planted to commemorate Holocaust victims,

Young does not mendon that most of these forests formed part of the active
destruction and erasure of hundreds of Palestinian villages and towns taken

over in i948. Most of these villages were bulldozed in the z95os and planted
with trees se as to remove aU signs of earher habitation that would tie past oc'

cupants to the land(see Slyomovics, tais volume). The trees, like those who

planted them, are in the main foreign. The trees were ârs of European origin,
not nadve to Palestine; they covered up the evidence of an earlier Mediterra-

nean ground cover, removing even the memory of the natural environment.
Such 6orests cover the location of the town of Sa#uriyya, which some of the

íilms dealing with the Nakba feature.'

The great myusdce meted out to the Palestinians by the lsraeli skate is
thus covered up and camouflaged by commemorating another, unconnected

injustice. The story of Palestinian rum and expulsion is turned inca a positive
.f 7{nni.t rphirth with the Eurooean íir tree as its potent symbol

While lsrael has planted millions of those trees, as well as setting up thou-
sands of stone, concrete, and metal memoriais, it has consistently refused to

allow the Palestinians to commemorate their own history Power is not ody

exercised over the land and its people, it also controla the story; its point of
view. and the meta-narrative of tmth and mem07y.

Ethna8raphic Film and Ethnatopí
Who is Tellin8 the Story?

So how is tmth established? is documentary cinema a vehicle in such

a historical process, or could it be? The history of documentary cinema is

consistent in one thing: it concentrates on identiq on the struggle between
images of selfhood and othancss. In Russell's words: "One of the most im-

portant cultural ramiíications of early cinema was the exchange of imagem

made possible by traveling cameramen and exhibitors" (Russell i999: 76).

Such a division of identities, necessary 6or the process of identity Éormation

to function culturall$ is obviously problematic--the filmmaker is helping to
define self by gazing at others. Russell outlines a saber and more complex
perspective, wHch she calls Etltnotopía, after Bill Nichols' use of the term

(Nichols i99i: 218). In her own use of this term, the documentarist/ethnogra-
pher assumes a more dynamic position than that occupied by his or her pre-

decessors; the term combinei Utopia and Ethnos suggesting that the story
changes depending upon the positioning or topos. In the Palestinian íilms l

discuss in this chapter, the Ethtiotopíc impulse is directed away 6'om the op-

posidonal selí=-other binary precisely because the filmmaker is presenting his
or her own ethnos, dramaticaUy altering the equations used by these analysts

of documentará However, one can apply the notions Russell develops, and
especiaUy that of the "return of the colonial repressed" to a selection of
recent Palestinian âlms.

AJI the films to be discussed here use storytelling as an Ethnotopíc device in

arder to deal with the tragedy of the lost HeÍmat or homeland, Palestine. The

stories tom within the films not only function as devices for delivering his
torical detail and personal memory but also revive and reclaim for Palestinian

memory the experiences of the Nakba and the expelled inhabitants, convey

the enormity of loss, and oãer empathy to the exiled. More importantly, they
oKer a voice to the unsung and unheard continuing tragedy of Palestine, con-

structing a possible space Éor nadonal and individual existence and identity

todas in telling the story of Palestine, they counter the enormously powerful
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narrative of Zionism that occupied center stage for most of the second half
of the twentieth century

national anger. Bothlmítt, Jenín, by Bakri, and egtQah dure.cted by Hassan--

two documentaries that explore the lsraeli invasion in revealing(though very
dinerent) visual discourses and have led to complex debates in lsraelP and
abroad--use the Ê'amework of the Nakba and its remembered/memorial-

ized acta of destruction as a reâerent. ArguablX Jenin has become, like Sa#uri-
yya be6ore it, symbohc of the terrifying wanton destrucdon that has become

se normalized across Palestine. À?trhile Jmin, Jmín leaves the teUing of the

destrucdon to the inmates of the camp, and especially to a young and impres:
tive girl(âg. io) and a deafhute man, the fiam EgtQah(whch means Invasion)

tells the story mainly th'ough the eyes of one of the lsraeli Dg bulldozer op-
erators, whose narrative is that it is a "diíiicultjob that has to be done." Bota

íilms expose an lsraeli soldiery of a kind that most lsraehs continue to deny;
they are presented with a clear image of a society that has brutalized itself
and then gone on to brutalize and devastate the Palestiniana

The newest of these films, Ena Suleiman's Digne Intenention(Palestine,
zoom) is, like his earlier 61m discussed here, a heady combination of fiction.
documentará and agitprop, moving &eely between 6ormats and even build-

ing in a fantasy musical scene that combines the Hong Kong action movie

with a musical agitprop. While this âlm does not deal with theJenin incident

speci6callB it does deal with the second íttttÉa(ü in general. The 61m is set.
like his earher .4 ChronÍcie of a DÍsappearance(i996), in his native Nazareth. as

well as in the hminal spacês between the lsraeh and Palestinian entities. Tais
grey zone in which Palestinians now exist is his main interest, and he sets the

most remarkable pares of the íilm in the parking lot of the A-Ram check-

point nearJerusalem.:' The enigmatic Suleiman, silent throughout the âlm

as in his last one, is seen with his gíria'iend. She comes ftom the Occupied

Territories, while he lives on the lsraeli side of Palestine. The only place they
can meet with relative impunity is in the no-man's-land of the checkpoint.n

The two help us remember that the Nakba has separated the Palestiniana
since i948 and continues to do se now The âlm was shot ater Anel Sharon's

calamitous üsit to the Haram al-Sharif (Dome of the Rock) in September

lodo, a visit that triggered the second nt cada. It starts with pool Santa Claus

pursued up a steep hall by a gang of kids, losing all his colorful baggage on
the way and íinally sunering a mortal wound,just outside a hilltop church. In
one scene Suleiman blows up a red balloon with the eíhgy of Yasir Arafat on

it and sends it flying across Jerusalem, past the checkpoints, until it reaches

[he same go]den dome and lande on it. In this pastiche of Arafat on a pumped-
up balloon, he connects the hnnpç -f Dnl..t;.,:i .. .l... ..,.t.-i .'' :. ,,

A Talo of Two Towns: Saffurjyya (1948) and Jertin (2002)

The practice of using a storyline in documentary is as old as the genre it-
self What l want to discuss here is the unique relationship between storytell-

ing within a film, and the story roZd ly the íilm. This relationshíp is especially
germane to documentary cinema as a discourse of identity-formation--a dis-

course that represencs the social and cultural SeZFand Othm8 Tais argument

could quite justiâably be extended to âction âlm, and definitely to the fiction
61ms under discussion here.

It is perhaps not entirely coincidental, considering the centrality of the

Palestinian town of Saífuriyya in Palestinian accounts of the Nakba, that

three of them feature the town, which was 6orcibly evacuated in z948 and

later destroyed by the IDF, as a means of exploring the loss of Heimat. Ar-

guabl» SaRuriyya has become symbolic of the Nakba, an icon of the total-

ity of its loss. In at least two of the íilms, Ustara and í948, Saífuriyya's story
stands for the story of Palestine itself. Eha Suleiman's íilm, Chrolticle of a DÍs-
appearattce, also 6eatures the famous Palestinian writer and native of SaRuri-

yya, Taha Muhammad :Ali, who appears also in í948, where he speaks of his
hometown.

Behind i948 hides another Palestinian storyteller, the late Emile HabibB

a writer, intellectual, and leftist politician. Habiby's irodc, harsh, and hu-
morous novel, The PessoptÍmist(also called the OpssÍmist or Opt@essim st) has

served Muhammad Bakri, director of í948, as the reference and starting-point

6or a rambling theatrical production by the game name. This show which
Bakri, algo an accomphshed actor, has delivered many tomes in Arabic and

Hebrew to packed audiences, tells the story of the invisible Palestinian mi-

nority of lsrael, its Nakba, its subsequent marginalization, oppression, and
mistreatment in the newly formed skate of lsrael, and its aspirations for free-

dom, equality and development, all dashed by the harsh realities of the Zion-

ist entity Tais bittersweet story of human suüering, survival, and hope in
the face of the immovable object of Zionism, is the source of the novel's
name a blend of optimism and pessimism.

Of the three newer films, all completed in zoom, two deal with an iconic
event during the second {ntt#aíü: the destruction by the IDF of the center of

theJenin Refugee camp, an event of such brutality as to still command inter-
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the lide energy is at the heart of the littlejort/da story and gives the whole

prece its structure. By rephrasing Freud's questions in his prece, she man.

ages ta re6'ame his work to bring it up to date and make it useful again. She
talks of trans6orming "the original questions of trauma--what does ít mean

jor Zt#e to cear witness to death? .Attd wlmt ís the natare of a ! #e that cotttinaes

bq/ond trazlma?--unto an ultimately more fundamental and elusive concern

what ís the ZattgKage of the !ile drive?"(Caruth zoom: l4). In Bakri's fUm, Jmitt,
JmÍtt, another child, this time a young girl, .fakes us through her traumatic

experiences of the invasion. At one point in her account, she says to the
filmmaker, and through him, to us: "The lsraelis can kill and maim. but

they cannot win. . . . all the mothers will have more children . . . and we wíll

continue the struggle.

The movement charted in this sentence, from death and the trauma of

destruction to the new lide that wiU bloom and bring salvation, is exactly
what Caruth unearths in Freud's article--the constant seesawing between

the polarities of the death drive and the lide drive, between utmost despair
and new tope. Both are acmany inseparable in the girl's stor$ as they are in

Freud's storB or in Caruth's account of the trauma suãered by the â'iends of
a murdered boy in Atlanta; the âont of hope nes in the obsessive return to the

scene of crime," to the locus of pain. Representing the trauma in a storB a
spíel(game, but also phy in German) is the mechanism chosen by all to deal

wíth the various traumas they are facing--death, parting, loas, devastation.
This throws new hght on the many stories of woe tom in the filma

under examination, and on the whole practice of storytelling of the Nakba-
a tradidon richly represented by the íilms selected Éor examination. Even the

structure of the íilms is deeply aHected by the storytening function. Like his

earlier film, Suleiman's Díüne Itltavmtion is divided unto chapter-like scenes,

as is.the film Egtgah by Nizar Hassan, who even names the chapters: âor
example, File Dream, The Pmsage, The Gziest House. Such storytelling strate-

gies are just pari of a wide variety of storytelling techniques integral to the
íilms discussed in this chapter. Two of the filma even start as a children's

fable would--í948 starts with the director/actor, Muhammad Bakri, playing
the role of Habibi's central character, Sa'id Abu al-Nahs, telling the story on

stage: "Every folk rale begins: 'Once upon a time, a long time ago.' . . . Shall

l tell the story, or go to sleep ?"(this is said against the background of tour
black and white images, gradually íilling the screen, of Palestinian famihes

in flight during i948), "But Papa knew that Churchill:2 did not intend to stay
fere verá lona, se Papa beüiended Yaaknv Snfcnrrhik

Flgüre u Still Rom Díütte Intervmüon. Directed by Eha Suleiman, zoom.

the Al-Aqsa mosque. The 61m becomes almost a child's fable, with its red bal-

loons, and an indestructible flying superwoman who deíies her enemies with

kung fu action and stops bullets with her bare hands. It ends in a marvelous
scene of a female, victorious Christ, cruciâed by lsraeli bullets, but to no avail,

as she survives aU their attacks, even one by an army helicopter, using a metal

shield of Palestine as her ody armor. Arafat, Suleiman, his Superwoman girl-
Riend, the musical and action extravaganza, Christ's crown of thorns, the

ínt Nada--all become elemento in a mélange rich with cinematic re6erences.

At this point, it is useful to return to Freud, through the creative agen-
cy of Cathy Caruth, in order to illuminate some of the devices in the 61ms

discussed. In a recent prece, Caruth (zoom) discusses the famous jort/da epi-

sode in Freud's Bqrond the Plemure Prim@Ze, and draws out of his article some

hidden meanings crucial for discussing trauma and representation. Caruth

charts Freud's advances in this seminal prece, 6'om the description of Wórld

War l traumas in surviving soldiers, through thejort/da story of the httle boy,

to the deep implications of this theoretical notion, notjust Éor trauma studies,
but for our culture as a whole, and especially 6or history and memorB and
their social functions.

In tais rereading, Caruth parallels the form and content of Freud's fa-
mous essas; showing that the interplay(sl2iel) between the death drive and
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While the voiceover recounts tais, we see archival footage of the British

foices leaving Palestine. At the point of the coice reaching Yaakov Sdsarchik

[based on the Hebrew s(®ar, 6or iEega] pedd]er or b]ack marketeer] we see
the archive 6ootage of Ben Gurion and his wife on the occasion of the trans-

fer of power from the British mandatory foices. The scene ends with the
British flag being lowered, and the lsraeli flag being hoisted on the game pele.
Bakri tells us, in Habibi's words: "Befare dying, Papa to]d me: ']f bife is bad,

Sa'id, Safsarchik will íix thingsl' So he íixed me.'

Tais is obviously; as the dele suggests, the story; or stories, of the Nakba.

The Raming device of the many stories of Palestinians who were driven out
of their homes, neves to return, is indeed a fable about the betrayed Palestin-

ian whose father/leader trusted lsraeh double-dealing, or at best, fase prom-

ises. That die stories are not just about houses, wells, and trees, is beautifully

clariíied by Taha Muhammad Ah, speaking laser in the íilm about what Saf-

furiyya means to him:

Saífuriyya is a mysterious symbol. My longing Êor it is not a yearning âor stone

and patins alone, but for a mysterious blend of feelings, relatives, people, animais,

birds, brooks, stories and deeds. . . . When l visit Safhlriyya l become excited and

burst out crying, but when l think about Saífuriyya the picture that forms in my

mind is virtuaUy imaginará mysterious, hard to explain.

Like Freud's httle boy; with his game ofjort/da, the writer returns to Saf-

furiyya--the town that hes perÉect in his memories but is totally destroyed in
reahty Telling the stories is his way of dealing with the unimaginable--the
totahty of destruction and loss. What was lost during the Nakba, then, is not

just houses and stones but a who]e bife of a nation--the country; the people,

their homes and gardens, their animais and birds. Showing the stones that are

left cannot provide the picture; neither can the black and white photograph

of Saffuriyya on the writer's wall.

Story $ollows story in i948, interposed by Bakri riding a broomstick on
stage, interpreting, contradicting, and complementing the rales. The story-

telling is disarming--both Palestinian Arabs and lsraeli Jews in the audience
hall indo the trap: disarmed, they listen with compassion, understanding, even

anger. The stories in í948 are not limited to Palestinians tening of their face.
Some lsraelis were also chosen to tell their stories. One of them is Dov Yer-

miya,:3 who was the IDF ofHcer responsible Êor the conquest of Sa#uriyya.
His story confirms most of the faces given by the inhabitants who lied and
describe the backaround for the battle. But later he tells us of the atrocities

committed, clearly siding with the Palestiniana, speaking with anger and grief
about his "lide of the vence." His story; tom in Arabic, is an obvious deviadon
üom the Zionist narrative about z948 and reinEorces the Nakba narrative.

Nizar Hassan's Usttlra also starts with the director's voiceover, telling us

the story of Saauriyya. This is another fable, tom with ironX humor, but
mostly with pain: "ln i948, there was a town called SaHuriyya. In one of its
houses lived Grandfather Musa al-Khalil, and his wi6e, Grandmother Amna

al-Qasim." (This takes place with a background of archive stills of Saauriyya
and the family photographs of the Nijim clan pasted on the wall of their liv-

ing zoom. We see the photographs of Musa and Amna, marked by time and
by the joutneys they endured.)

One Ramadan evening in i948, everyone was breaking the fast. Suddenly the Jew-

ish planes began bombing; people got up and lied. They say that when people ran

awaX they locked their houses and took the keys, positive that they'd only be away

âor a short time.i4 That's what they thought. Amna al-Qasim did not take the key,

but she took her grandson Salim. . . . And the Jews took Saífuriyya, and named it
Zippori, and that's when lsrael was established. "That was it Êor Palestine," as we

say Teus begun the journey of Umm Salim and Abu Saem's family :5

Hassan is not only telling us this "fable"; he also partakes in it in the pro-
logue. Laser in the film, he is seen seated with the three sons of Fatma

facing her in the large family room in which the whole family is seated,
listening to the mother's story Hassan relates to tMs story personally--his

own mother raid him a similar story when he was a young child (Ben-Zvi
i999: 80). By sitting in lhe with the sons, Hassan becomes a son too, and

his presence (and the presence of his camera crew) trans6orms the private
eventinto a public one.

Factuany, Ustarn narrates the story of a Palestinian famíly, the Nijim clan,

hom the Galilee. When the film begins, the family is hving in a town called
Saauriyya be6ore i948 and is expelled by the lsraeli 6orces. Some of the fam-

ily members stay behind in Palestine, trying to get back to their home town.

Others are trapped in Lebanon and not allowed back by the lsraeli authori-

ües, now in control of the whole Galilee, then as now mainly populated by
Palestinians. The family is neves to reunite again. As the Lebanese exile gives

birth to other exiles--Jordan, Syria, Europe, the United States--the family is
dispersed over the whole exilic spectrum of the Palestinian diáspora. It musa

be clear even from tais hmited description that the 61m is iconic, because the
family experiences chosen here are representative of the Palestinian peoDle.
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and their continuing phght after the Nakba. The Nakba in these íilms is the
b( nnittg of the sto?y:' of Palestine, and in some sente, also its tragic end.

But nothing becomes truly universal be6ore it is speciâcally particular, and
tais is a íilm about the speciíicity of a particular family The family ílees õ'om

Sa#uriyya aíter a bombardment by the lsraeli 6orces and starts on the well-

known refugee trail, íirst to the Lebanese border, then to Ba'albak, where

they stay 6or a couple of years. Only the old patriarca, Grandfather Musa

al-KhaHI, stays behind, while his wi6e, Amna al-Qasim,:Z flees with the rest of

the family--her son Muhammad Musa, his pregnant Me Fatma, their son
Salim and daughter Khadra, and the aunt Khadija, daughter of old Amna.

During their star Grandmother Amna decides to return home. Taking with
her her grandson Salim and her daughter Khadija, the three steal across the
border back unto Palestine, now called lsrael, intent on returning to their

home town, SaRuriyya. The town, however, has since become the lsraeli Zip-

pori. Most of the houses have been destroyed by the lsraeli arma but some of
the remaining houses have been populated by new immigrants. Since there
is no way Éor the family to go back home, they settle clandestinely in the
local convent and Amna, whose husband still lives in the town, registers her

small grandson Salim as her own son, on her lsraeh ID. Thus does the family
become exiles in their own Heimat, illegal in61trators inca lsrael. Thus their

story becomes the iconic Nakba story; combining the loss of home, town,
and country in one powerful narrative.

In returning to her town, although "she didn't take her keys," as the di-

rector se pointedly reminds us in the prologue to the íilm, Amna al-Qasim
displays not nostalgia, but resolution to survive in her homeland. There is
disagreement on the reading of the gesture of "taking keys" to the abàn-

doned home in refugee narratives, and Hassan relaxes to tais in his own nar-

rative in Ustüra, quoted below. Patrícia Seed (1999: gi) argues that the keeping
of the key to the old house is not a nostalgic gesture but a gesture meant to

prompt the memorizing of the old home as a story to be tom. History be-
comes a story But Ainna al-Qasim has another key to her homeland. It is not

a key made of metal, but her grandson Salim. The boy Salim will become

the key to reuniting the family in Palestine. Salim, growing up away üom
his parents, with two adoptive mothers--his grandmother and his aunt--is

seno to a prestigiousJewish preparatory school numbering many lsraeli elite
as 6ormer students. In the i96os, through trying to get his family back from

Jordan where they had settled in the meantime, he íinds out that his broth-
ers. Mahmud and Yusuf, who were bom since the separation from the fam-

ily; are the reason his application 6or family reuniíication is rejected. He is
then advised by the lsraeli security forces to remove the names of his brota
ers 6'om the application. After ten years, and with the assistance of Shimon

Peres, he succeeds in reuniting wíth most of his familB except his brothers.
During the lsraeli invasion of Lebanon in the early i98os, Salim thinks that

the PLO fighter interviewing an lsraeli pilot who was shot down in Lebanon

is Hs brother Mahmud (who he had seen in Lebanon thirty years earlier). He

reporta this to the lsraeli authorities, who tly to recruit him and to trap his
brother through him.

The first meaningful reunion of most of the family takes peace because

of the shooting for Hassan's film, and a very painful event it is. By that
time, the family is anywhere but in Sanuriyya--the new patriarch, Salim,
now lives with his family and mother and aunt in Nazareth; his brother
Mahmud lives in Germana; where he has married a German woman; and

hs brother Yusuf and mister Khadra lave in Irbid, Jordan. Sa#uriyya itself is

no more--it suãered the same iate as hundreds of Palestinian villages and
towns eradicated by the lsraeli authorities. For all intenta and purposes, it
had never existed.

Here is the place to ponder an unusual quahty of Ustara. Although all
information regarding the characters and their travails is presented, the füm
does not yield this information easily one could even say it is unwilling to
part with it. To use a phrase coined byJenrey K. RouH' (1998: z87), it is a "text

at war with itself" This 6orm of narrative unclarity is an important depar-
ture â'om normative documentary practices and a clear indication of its exibe

and "intersticial" structure, to use Hamid Naficy's term (i999: iz5--5o). The

film opens with a prologue, lasting a mero three minutes, cramming unto this

short period a number of seemingly unconnected utterances by yet-to-be-

identiíied characters of the drama and a high-speed argument. By the end of
the prologue we are clear about one feature--the family that lost its home in

Sa#uriyya has also lost its Hdmat--Palestine. It is the story of the Nakba in
microcosm.

The íilm's title, Ust ra(fable or story), appearing ater the prologue, pres-
ages the stories that the 61m tells. This mode of storytelling is notjust a prod

uct of the Palestinian/Arab oral tradition of storytelling but also a substitute
6or the lost Heimat. If we recall Steiner's (i985: z6) reference to the teM as the

'homeland of the Jew:," then the story tom to the family is the homeland of
the Palestinian. Hassan, in an interview published in an ares and media jour-
nal (Ben-Zvi, i999: 8o) sais:
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Reahty turned unto a catch, and tais catch is our rate . . l had only one choice

left: grasp my rate and construct an order for myself. This l could do only through

a mythical story One cannot undermine a mythical story; a legend. It cannot be

challenged, and l don't want anybody challenging my existence.

When asked about the rationale for telJing a political story as a myth, Hassan
takes us back to his childhood and, more speci6cany; to his mother. Mothers

are the family storytellers in his and other Palestinian films(Ben-Zvi, t999:
80) as the Nakba becomes an inseparable pari of his cultural heritage:

My clearest meeting with Palestinian history as a story; a narrative, and not as

a collage of isolated incidente, l owe to my mother. . . . l was six or seven years
old and my mother look us to our bedroom. She sat on the bed and we three

sat in a circle around her(which is what gave me the idea for the central scene

in Ustura, in which Umm Salim telas her story). l only remember her telling the

story without any tragic note, without victimhood, but with a dramatic sente of

survival. She was full of anger, a strong will, and much hope.. . We went to bed,

and Êor the first time in my lide l felt grown up, not just "a big boy." but grown up,

like kids think about grown ups l understood that l hve in my homeland, Pales-

tine, that l belong; l am Palestinian, and no one can take that away 6'om me."

Here as in the other íilms analyzed, the story is the anchor for identity-

personal and nacional. The story of family meets and overlaps the story of
nation. The story includes secret coding: Hassan describes himself as wish-

ing to "discover the hidden codes of Palestinian discourse"(Ben-Zvi z999: 76)
when speaking of one of his earher íilms, lstiqlal(lsrael, i994). By discovering
the codes, interiorizing them, one internalizes the identity of Palestine, of
the Palestinian. The story is the secret of making sente as a person, as part of

a larger unir. Narrative and myth are here seen as the "organizers of reality

and of the past," what Grierson terms "the creative treatment of actuahty'

(cited in Rocha, l95z, p 7o). The stories of the Nijim clan and Hassan's own

family history are closely related and intertwined. Hassan succeeds in relat-

ing tais through engaging the social actors very intimately: As documentary
theorists Anderson and Benson (i99l: i51) note, "Without the participation

of social actors, the documentary form known as direct or observational cin-

ema could not exist. Without the informed consent of the subjects, the form

lacks ethical integrity'
The stories that start Ust ra and í948 act as üaming devices, oãering irony,

. -... ,.f hll«anr a ners estive from which to vier in both, it is the íilm-

maker who directa our attention to details. This colors the documentary
material that 6ollows, aHording and dictating a Brechtian positioning âor the

viewer-a spectatorship dias is active, in whichjudgments are to be made by
üe viewer, who is not allowed to passively consume the 61m

The third íilm that involves Sa#uriyya, Ena Suleiman's ChronícZe of a Dis-
appearattce, is peppered through with storytelling, coming to a high point
with a story aboat storytelling, tom by the same writer we see talking about
SaRuriyya in i948, Taha Muhammad AJI. Tbe íilm's stories remind one of

Walter Benjamin's .4ngeZ of Hist07y ([z966] i968: Z57) who, ]ooking backward

over history, can see only the peles of rubble and destruction, a cacophony
of massacres and privations. But the stories here go somewhat further. They
seem to indicate that memory is the material of mydt, and myth is the foun-
dadon of the identity of nations. Benedict Anderson has pointed out that the

conditions 6or the growth of national narratives are traumatic: '2\JI pro6ound
changes in consciousness, by their very nature, bring with them characteristic

amnesias. Out of such oblivions, in specific historical circumstances, spring
narratives" (Anderson, z983: 204). While it is impossible to assume amnesia

in the case of Palestinians living in lsrael aíter i948, a soro of Êorced pabZíc

amnesia was experienced for a number of decades witl)in the Palestinian

community in lsrael: the conditions for remembering and commemoration

did not exist because lsraeh rule prohibited any such activity Only graduallB
with the ending of mihtary rule and the establishment of the Palestine Lib-

eration Organization in z964, and especially after the shock of the i967 war,
did a narrative begin to develop and grow to its open mani6estaüons of the
last three decades.

If the ârst two fiJms discussed perform the talk of unearthing evidence,

making visible that which was erased and hidden by Zionist occupadon
Suleiman's Chrotticle of a Disappearance telas the actual story of a disappear-

ance--that of Palesthe as an entity A series of stories outline the situation. A

story tom by a Russian Orthodox priest, with the Sea of Galilee in the back-

ground, clariâes the process of disappearance by encirclement:

I'm encircled by giant buildings and kibbutzes. As if that's not enough, my col-

lar's choking me. An odd band unites me to those people, like an arranged mar,

reage, with this lake as a wedding ring. Not long ago, those hills were deserted. At

night, when l gazed at the hills fi'om the monasterJÇ l contemplated a particular

spot, the darkest on the hiHs. Fear would grab me, a tear with a religious peeling,
as if this black spot were the source of my faith
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Reahty turned unto a catch, and this catch is our iate . . l had only one choice

left: grasp my iate and construct an arder for myseK. This l could do only through

a mythical story One cannot undermine a mythical story, a legend. It cannot be

chaHenged, and l don't watt anybody chanenging my existence.

When asked about the rationale for telJing a politicas story as a myth, Hassan
takes us back to his childhood and, more speciâcaUy; to his mother. Mothers

are the family storytellers in his and other Palestinian íilms(Ben-Zvi, i999:

8o) as the Nakba becomes an inseparable part of his cultural heritage:

My clearest meeting with Palestinian history as a story. a narrative, and not as

a collage of isolated incidents, l owe to my mother. . . . l was six or seven years

old--and my mother took us to our bedroom. She sat on the bed and we three
sat in a circle around her(whch is what gave me the idea for the central scene

in Ustxra. in which Umm Safam tells her story). l only remember her telling the

story without any tragic note, without victimhood, but with a dramatic pense of

survival. She was fulo of anger, a strong wia, and muco hope. . . We went to bed,

and for the first time in my lide 1 6elt growtt up, notjust "a big boy," but grown up

like kids thínk about grown ups. l understood that l tive in my homeland, Pales-

tine, that l belong; l am Palestinian, and no one can take that away from me."

Here as in the other fUms analyzed, the story is the anchor 6or identity--

personal and nacional. The story of family meets and overlaps the story of
nation. The story includes secret coding: Hassan describes himself as wish-
ing to "discover the hidden codes of Palestinian discourse"(Ben-Zvi z999: 76)

when speaking of one of his earlier filma, lstiqlal(lsrael, i994). By discovering

the codes, interiorizing them, one internalizes the identity of Palestine, of
the Palestinian. The story is the secret of making sense as a person, as part of

a larger unit. Narrativo and myth are here seen as the "organizers of reality

and of the past," what Grierson terms "the creative treatment of actuality"

(cited in Rotha, i95z, p. 7o). The stories of the Nijim clan and Hassan's own

family history are closely related and intertwined. Hassan succeeds in relat

ing tais througll engaging the social actors very intimately: As documentary
theorists Anderson and Benson (i99i: i5i) note, "Without the participation

of social actors, the documentary form known as direct or observational cin-
ema could not exist. Without the informed consent of the subjects, the âorm

lacks ethcal integrity'
The stories that start Ustara and í948 act as framing devices, oüering irony;

. -... ,.f h--".'.' , np"nprtive frnm whích to vier in boda. it is the íilm

maker who directs our attention to details. This colors the documentary
material that 6ollows, aHording and dictating a Brechtian positioning Êor the

viewep---a spectatorship that is active, in which judgments are to be made by
the viewer, who is not allowed to passively consume the âlm.

The third fila that envolves Saífuriyya, Ena Suleiman's Chronícle of a Dís-

appearance, is peppered through with storytelling, coming to a high poínt
with a story aboüt storytelling, tom by the same writer we see talking about
Sa#uriyya in z948, Taha Muhammad :Ah. The film's stories remind one of

Walter Benjamin's AngeZ of Nisto?y ([i966] i968: z57) who, ]ooking backward

over histor$ can see only the piles of rubble and destruction, a cacophony
of massacres and privations. But the stories here go somewhat further. They
seem to indicate that memory is the material of myth, and myth is the Éoun-
dation of the identity of nadons. Benedict Anderson has pointed out that the

conditions 6or the growth of national narratives are traumatic: '=AJI profound

changes in consciousness, by their very nature, bring wíth them characterisdc

amnesias. Out of such oblivions, in specific historical circumstances, spring
narratives" (Anderson, i983: 204). While it is impossible to assume amnesia

in the case of Palestinians living in lsrael after 1948, a soro of Éorced pabZÍc
amnesia was experienced 6or a number of decades within the Palestinian

community in lsrael: the conditions for remembering and commemoration

did not exist because lsraeli rule prohibited any such activity Only graduaUB
with the ending of military rude and the establishment of the Palestine Lib-
eration Organization iü i964, and especially ater the shock of the í967 war,

did a narrative begin to develop and grow to its open manifestations of the
last three decades.

If the h'st two films discussed perform the talk of unearthing evidence,
making visible that which was erased and hidden by Zionist occupation
Suleiman's ChzonicZe of a Dísappearance tells the actual story of a disappear-
ance--that of Palestine as an entity A series of stories outline the situation. A

story raid by a Russian Orthodox priest, with the Sea of Galilee in the back-

ground, clariâes the process of disappearance by encirclement:

I'm encircled by giant buildings and kibbutzes. As if that's not enough, my col.

lar's choking me. An odd bond unites me to those people, like an arranged mar
riage, with this lake as a wedding ring. Not long ago, those hills were deserted. At

night, when l gazed at the bílis â'om the monasterB l contemplated a particular

spot, the darkest on the hiUs. Fear would grab me, a tear with a religious peeling,
as if this black spot were the source of my fãth
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Then, they settled on those hills, and iUuminated the whole place; that was

the end for me. l began losing faith. . . l feared nothing any longes. Now my

world is small. . . . They cave expanded their world, and mine has sh'unk. There

is no longes a spot of darkness over there.:'

nonsensical fashion se beloved by the IDF. As an ultimate weapon, she uses

Hatíkva;z--the lsraeli national anthem, which speaks of the hope residing in
every Jew 6or a return to Jerusalem, read in its original sense as an anthem

of the oppressed who cave lostjerusalem, who have lost the land, who have

disappeared. Only tais time, it is the Palestinians who hope Êor return and lib.

eration. Those without means, deprived of everything, cave to use the power

of their oppressors in arder to survive, in order not to disappear.

The two entwined worlds, that of the priest, representing the disappearing

old pre-Nakba Palestine, and the kibbutzes, representing the growing sphere

of Zionism, are a graphic representation of the conflict. Tais undoubtedly is
not documentary Êootage but a staged scene; yet it games the documentary

6ootage with which the fiam plays. Toward the middle of the íilm, the weight
of the scenes, autonomous in a true Brechtian fashion, starts adding up to

a critical mass. We begin reading the absent olha inca the collapse of real
des. The absent other is Ena Suleiman, coming 6'om exile in New York to a

double exile at home in Nazareth and ending up in a worse exile yet--that of

lide in Jerusalem under occupation. Instead of íinding an old and cherished

seK, Suleiman is gradually and painfully disappearing--a símile of the disap-

pearance of Palestine, and of the Palestinians. This disappearing act is every-
where--in his endless and aimless sitting by his cousin's souvenir shop, watt

ing, waiting . . . then not even waiting anymore; in the slowness and Railty of

his parents, who, in the last scene, fàll asleep in 6'ont of the television, while

the lsraeli TV channel is broadcasting the closing item of the day--the lsraeli

flag waving, as the nadonal anthem plays in the background; in the Jericho
scene, in which Ena sets alone in a Palestinian cabe on a fine evening in hber-
atedJericho, widl a flag of Palestine beside him, in a further attempt to find

the missing Pa]estine; when the café ]ights, put on to mark the passage of day

unto night, keep arcing away as he looks at the darkening town, they cause
him to appear then disappear. In a similar scene, the hghts also rali in the

rooms he rented inJerusalem. But instead of going out, they keep on blink-

ing with a will and rhythm of their own. At the end of the film, the exiled
director chooses to disappear, with a proverbial suitcase, reminiscent of the

famous poem by Mahmoud Darwish, in which home is a suitcase.
Suleiman's alter:ego in the íilm, the young Adan, a Palestinian woman

choosing to âght the occupation, represents, like his parents, samüd, adher-
ence to the land, resistance, and survival. If the struggle of the old genera-

don is by powerfill inertia, Adan chooses the active road. To fight an enemy

like hers, one must adopt some of its tactics and methods, use some of its

machinery She thus operates through the ether, broadcasting in Hebrew to
the enemv; using a 6ound arma radio to send her messages, coded in the

The Al-Aqsa /nt/fada Filma

The íilms that have appeared since the start of the second itttt#níü have
built on the same principie and used similar strategies, with one crucial dizer.

ence: if the âlms before zooo are still treating the i948 Nakba as the ultimate
catastrophe, some of the people speaking in the recent íilms see the events

unÊolding before them as an even worse turn. In Bakri'slmitt, Jmitl(zo02) we

cear the story of an old man who has 6ollowed the orders given by the IDF
soldiers to vacate his house, only to be shot at dose range in his hand and
Êoot in an apparent attempt to disable hm. Speaking from his hospital bed

waving his mutilated, bandaged arm, he weeps and says:

In i948 we tasted the same pain, but nothing like thisl AJI that we have achieved--

we built a house, had children--aU gone in a single hourl So Bush can be really
satisfied, him and his &iend the murderer, Abu Sabia and Shatila.20

The mention of the Nakba in earlier films, including in Bakri's í948, is normal.

ly used in arder to recall the greatest catastrophe of all; but in tais new crisis,

the residents of Jenin who, like this old man, have experienced the Nakba,
realize that what they are now going through is even worse. In most of the

íilms, memory of lide ater the Nakba has been one long tape of pain and suf-

6ering 6or the people interviewed. Nizar Hassan's Egtqah starts with remind-

ing us in the opening titles, that the fourteen thousand residente of the Jenin

refugee camp are actually refugees 6'om fifty-six diHerent towns and viEages

in i948 Palestine. Some of them, like the old woman telling her story in the
ruins of her home, were refugees for the second or third time, beâore settling
in Jenin. Losing the Jenin camp epitomizes despair, a Nakba that continuei

6or a whole liÉetime, only getting worse with time. The woman, originally
a resident of Zirin, a village long gone and erased by the IDF in the l95os,

has ended up inJenin, thinking she may have some respire there. But of the
intervening years she says: "Since 48 . . . 1 haven't had one aood dax onlv cear
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and horror [. . .] Our story with theJews is a long one. . . . lince they arrived

we have lived in suRering and bitterness." The links to the now lona-gone vil-

lages is evident in most stories. A man who had suHered enormously during
the Jenin events in zoom tells Hassan:

cultural work after decimating the physical space that was Palestíne. First it

conquered and subdued the physical space. Then it renamed and reassigned
it, thus erasing its past, its history; its story Fighting the injustice of such nar-

ratives has to take place in the cultural arena--not as a replacement 6or the
arena of the physical, but as its complement.

In each of the filas mendoned, characters tell stories--mostly stories of

the family that are inseparable from the story of Palestine itself These sto-
ries form the filas' idiom and structure. Hence the "documents" in these

documentaries are really the oral stories tom. Tais raizes the most important
typological observation about the filma: they deal with the story of Palestine

as a strategic defensive move, a move designed to recapture ground lost to
Zionism and its dominant narraüve.

The narrative of Palestine in the cultural arena carved by Zionism is, first

and 6oremost, a story of erasure, dedal, and active silencing by historians

and intellectuals. The h'st casualty was the very word Palestine itself. Ater

i967, when the whole of Palestine was occupied by lsrael, it became de rígaeur
to replace the historical term Palestine with the nationahst and expansionist
Hebrew phrase Eretz /srael. The use of the Hebrew phrase acted as a hidden

marker of ideology it denoted the very absence of Palestine--the country;
the people, the language, and its history The phrase provided a virtual (and
fase) connection between the biblical existence of the land, and its current

occupation by the lsraeli state. Here algo we can clearly see in action the
type of historical amnesia noted by Anderson 6or nationahsms (1983). This
erasure is applied not only in the case of texts that deal with the área and its
recent history, but algo as a blanket term, even when nonsensical.ZI The use

of the term Eretz lsrae! to replace and erase Palestine is not peculiar to the

right wing of lsraeli pohtics. It has become a tese of conformity and political
correctness. Similar codes embedded in lsraeli public discourse are the termo

used to describe the wars in the Middle East: the i948 war is referred to only
as the War of Indepmdmce; the i956 war The Sítm{ O#ênsive; the i967 war The
Six Day War; i973 is called the Xom Kljppar Wa6 and.the invasion of Lebanon in

i98z is quaintly called Operation Peace n the GaZílee. Any departure ítom such

terminology is understood as a dangerous deviation, opening the door to
arguments about the moral justiâcation 6or any or all of those military cam-

paigns, and ultimatel$ to jusdâcations for Zionism itselfz2 The daily papers,

whatever their political leanings, have accepted and adopted such terminol-
ogy without question, as cave the various broadcast institutions.

Since my childhood l had dreamt of building a big house in my original \,illage,
Al-Ghazal near Haifa, a house with curtains, windows, chandehers. . . . When l

had moneB ] was forced to bui]d it hereEJenin refugee camp] on the camp's slope.

lt's the highest house.

Which is, of course, why the house was taken over by the IDF, causing its

residente to super. The stories all go back to that great catastrophe of i948,

the event after which all others seem secondary

But if the old people had experienced some peace and quiet beÊore the

i948 disaster, the young residents of the camp know only its dusty alley
ways and rickety shacks, now all destroyed by the U.S.-made, mammoth
Dg bulldozers of the IDF. A young girl, the main speaker for the camp in
Bakri'slenÍn, Jettin, amazes us with her concise logic and unfailing commit-
ment to the camp and its inhabitants. She tells the viewer that the lsraelis
cannot win: that Palestinian women will bring other babies to* replace the

dead ones, that the camp will be rebuilt, and that she can neves cave peace

with those who have done this to her people, her country, her camp, and
her family She notes that while the lsraelis may well be able to shoot, kill

and maim, destroy houses and whole neighborhoods, their deeds reek of

cear rather than.bravery; of weakness rather than strength. The moral fiber
she instills in her story is the 6oundation of a redemption narrative. As Has-

san has tom us, being able to control your story is the fountain of strength
of the dispossessed.

Storytellin8 as Defensivo Practíce:
Staries of Palestine vs. the Story of Zíonism

In the period 6ollowing the Oslo Accord of i993, until the start of the sec-

ond intimada in 2000, the main struggle between the dominance of Zionism
and the emerging nationhood of Palestine passed from the arena of armed

struggle to that of culture and memory The narratives of Zionism, annul-

ling Palestine, denying its oppression by lsrael, and telling the one-sided story
of Zianism as a liberation movement, decimated the space for Palestinian
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In the face of suco thorough suppression, erasure, and socialized forget-

fulness, it is not surprising that the Palestinian response seems to be centered

around unearthing the story, telling it h'st to the Palestinians themselves, al-

ways in danger of losing their story; but algo to lsraehs who may listen. This

telling of the suppressed story is not only crucial Êor Palestinian identity, but
may also serve as a way of bridging the aspiradons of both communities,
by trying to bring understanding and compassion through recognizing the

other's pain.:'

The erasure and eradication practiced by Zionism in Palestine are mul-
tilayered, and aãect each Palestinian on at least tour distinct leveis, all re6er-

enced in Ustara. The first levei is that of the nation/country--the levei most

responsible 6or the producdon of melancholia. The second levei is much leis
abstract and even more traumaüc--that of the locale. Tais is the town or

village occupied, destroyed, and erased üom memorB as if the selFitself was

erased. The third layer is that of the family---each family in Palestine has suf-

fered directly, in many ways, during and since the i948 Nakba. The family has,

in many cases, been dismantled as the basic unir of social orgaúzation--it
has been disbanded, &agmented both mentally and geographically; and has

lost its cohesion and emcacy Tais is conveyed by the central role attributed
to the family and the mother in Hassan's work(Ben-Zvi, i999: 8o). The last
and most complex layer, aHected by all the others, is the individual Pales-
tinian--Salim, in Ustxra, for example, or for that manter íilmmaker Hassan

himselíL-real people who have had to continue and to fight mental as well as

mütary occupation by the âorces of Zionist myth and arma
Hence the dispossession brought about by conquest is even deeper and

more painful than just losing home and country The ultimate loss is that

of one's storX losing the right to tell one's own story and history in Ustzlra
we íind out that this happened to Salim, who became the hero of a Hebrew

short story for children about a httle Arab boy But the retelhng of one's
own story; which brought tears to Odysseus's eyes, is here barren and distant.

In the scene with the author, Salim is se disturbed by the written(Hebrew
and Zionist) version of his lide story that he departs, leaving íilmmaker Has-

san alone with the author reading aloud. His story has been appropriated, as
were his land and country before.

So Hassan, Suleiman, Bakri, and their colleagues in Palestine âght 6or

the right to at least tell their own story; and history, in their own way Con-

ceptuany and ideologically, they must operate in the interstidal space be-
[ween cultures: the lsraeli and Palestinian, the Palestinian in lsrael and the

Palestinían in the occupied territories, dxe Palestinian in Palestine and the

Palestinian in the diáspora, Palestine and the Arab world, and Western ver.

sus Oriental discourse. This intersticial mode of production is forced and
justified by the normative state of Palestinians in lsrael--living on the seams

of lsraeli society: they always are situated between two other points, lsraeli
and Hebrew points, on the virtual map of Palestine. The names of their

habitations are missing from the road signo, as is their language, an oficial
language of lsrael noticeable by its absence. Some of their habitadons are

not even midway between lsraeli named places because no road leads to

trem, and they are not connected to the electricity grid. They are termed

'unrecognized settlements" and receive no assistance 6'om any government

agencyZ' They simply do not exist, however large and populous they may
be. But of course the Palestinians see this relationship in reverse. AJI the
Jewish settlements are either built on the remains of Arab settlements or

lie between such remains, however diMcult to discern. When Hassan takes

the family back to Sanuriyya, trying to locate the old house, all that Saem

can find are some foundation stones of his birthplace. SigniâcantlB the map

he uses to draw the roube of the refugees in i948, early in the íilm, is a map
showing the Arab games of the Palestinian habitations, totaUy disregarding
the Hebrew names ofJewish settlements. So there are two virtual countries

within the some space, two parallel universes disregarding each other yet
totally bound to each other.

The deeper irony is that the victorious newcomers are algo refugees,

claiming this as the justi6cadon for that which cannot be justiâed.:s in one
scene Hassan discusses with Salim's Jewish ex-headmaster the fact that it is

their homeland that the lsraehs occupy The headmaster says he has a very

short answer to dais accusadon: 'Auschwitz." Here Hassan is heard saying
'cut," ending the scene abruptly Not only are there two parallel universes

superimposed on tais landscape, but the powerfiil occupiers also project a
third--that diHerent planet of Auschwitz and the Holocaust, se that the Pal-

estinian interstitial existence is now situated on the space between two uni-

verses of Judaism, rather than in their own country They are also situated

on another interstice--that of the space between the Jewish distant past in
Palestine and their current control of ít. Hassan re6ers to tais in the interview

quoted above (Ben-Zvi i999: 8o 8i). The normal use of language in lsrael,
as well as its dominant ideolog» connects both instances indo a continuum.
despite the two thousand years that gape between them, fHled by nonexistent
people whose nonexistent settlements.have filled the nonexistent pan
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R©current Dreams, Ni8htmar©s. .nd Stories 6or relief. obviously unavailable, as the trauma continues and intensifies. Tais

is trufa of the many people telling their stories in the other filas--í948, Chron.
ícZe ($ a Düappearance, and Us ara

Another common factor in the Palestinian íilms under discussion is that

all six were made by Palestiniana who are citizens of lsrael, and hence enjoy
greater freedom of movement and expression (though not equal to lsraeh

Jews) than that experienced by Palestinians in the Occupied Territories of

Palestine. The three directors are hence segsitized to the very 6'acture lying
at the heart of Palestinian existence lince the Nakba--the division of their

people unto three distinct groups, and maybe even tour. Edward raid has enu-

merated (Said i979: n6--i8) the various paras of the Palestinian nation, sepa-

rated by the Nakba: The "i948" Palestinians (those who stayed and ended up

as lsraeli subjects), the rest living in Palesdne (the Wêst Bank and Gaza Strip).
and the many others bving in the Arab countries as refugees(mostly in Jor-
dan and Lebanon). To diose one needs to add the many Palestinians living in

the larger diáspora that sprang out of the Nakba: the Gulf countries, Europe,

North and South America, and elsewhere. If the evento of i948 broughtjews
üom all over the world to hve in Palestine/lsrael, the same events have dis-

persed Palestinians indo a diáspora similar to that leR by theJews emigrating
to lsrael. One immediately is reminded of this separatíon 6orced by lsraeli
occupation in the many scenes in Suleiman's Digne Intewmtiotl, when the

two protagonista, divided by the lsraeh checkpoints, can meet only at the
. checkpoint car park, or in Hassan's Ustara, in the vaso, green and peaceful

German park strewn with Sam Soma sculptures, where the "only fig in Ger-

many" is discovered by Mahmud. All the íilms deal with the various pares of
Palestinian existence, and, in a sente, are among the most powerful means of

bringing the distinct groups together to work th'ough the collective memory
of the Nakba and the atrocities that Êollowed in its wake. The very act of
making such íilms is an active reclaiming of Palestinian identity by the direc-

tora, an act of sharing the rate of the divided nation and communitB and of
bridging and combining memory

How does one make a íilm about people and places that "do not exist" or
whose lives have been destroyed? Whose hopes and dreams have been dese-

crated, their eyes exposed to taboo sights and to inhuman sunering? Memory

is not enough. The foundation of Heímat musa be fortified by story and sto-

rytelling. The place of home is now taken by narrative icons of the Nakba
and the lost Heimat, re-created for and by film. Palestinian cinema exista in an
exilic interstice--between face and âction, between narrative and narrnfinn

The six íilms and their representadon of trauma should remind us of

Freud's question in the beginning of Bqrotld the Ptemzlre Prim@le(Freud 1920).

Cathy Caruth sums up Freud's question thus: "What does it mean 6or the re-

ality of war to appear in the fiction of the dream? What does it mean for lide
to bear witness to death? And what is the surprise that is encountered in tais

witnêss?" (Caruth zoom: 8). One can make the case that all the íilms discussed

here are trauma agencies, the trauma-resoludon social mechaMsms of Pales-

tinian society it is hardlysurprising, then, that all films are marked by trauma
and melancholia. In Ustarn, in a deserted pack in Germana, the director Nizar

Hassan is oHered "the ody fig in Germany" by Mahmud--a token of the lost
Heimat and algo a bibhcal token of come "under your vine and fig tree." Yet

the only fig is a barren fig not to be eaten, never to be continued, like the
exile Mahmud who has no chldren himself And while he talks of his exis-

tence in Germany as merely temporary, he is destined to die in exile, under
someone else's fig. In one of the íilm's last scenes, Hassan discovers Salim

sitting high on the branches of a carob tree, the tree of his lost childhood
in the convent. Sitting in the tree, he talks of his childhood with no parents,

without his siblings, without his people, a childhood spent in exile within the

Jewish lsraeli communitB away 6'om Palestine, while in it.

In a terrifying end to Bakri'sJmin, Jmitt, the little girl who is the main
commentator throughout the film, together with the deafmute who leads

Bakri diough the ruins, says tais of her lide, whilst holding a large, twisted
metal casing â'om an lsraeli bomb which has destroyed her hõme and her
community: "I saw dead bodies, l saw houses destroyed, l saw sights which

cannot be described. . .and now; ater they ruined all my dreams and hopes--

l have no lide left!" So the girl, who claims to have óo cear of Sharon and his

tanks, like another boy described in the íilm by his father, may not be Éearftil,

but is õ'ighteningly mature enough to utter such sentiments, which more
than any physical damage ever could, damn the continued occupation and
its inhumanityzó So, melanchoha is not the only disturbance which mais the
Palestinian social landscape. The âlm, and through it the httle gira, who, one

Must assume, is ako dreamíng of what she speaks of. is a kind of psycho-social

equivalent of dreaming, of dealhg with the trauma encountered. The girl's

repetitive return to the trauma, like that of others in the 61m--the deaílnute
man, the children playíng in the devastated landscape(in this fiam as well as
in Hassan's &peyah) are all reliving momento of trauma, in a desperate search
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between the story and its telling, between docammta7y and ./ictton, not to
mention between lsrael and Palestine, and between lide and death. Insofar as

it parallels the existence aüorded by most Palestiniana, faces are not enough,
[hese íilms seem to tell us. In arder to create a space to hve in, to bring an end

to personal and political trauma and melancholia, one musa employ íiction,
one musa play(spÍeZ) in the Freudian pense--one must tell stories.

humiliation of the Holocaust, but algo of the whole period of living in the Di.
espora, rootless and lacking a national idendty and a band base. Zionism is thus

seen as a massive national therapeutic project, a social-engineering of nacional

identity in a people which is deemed to cave lost it, and musa regam it
5. l have dealt with this in detail elsewhere(Bresheeth zoar).

6. Quoted in Young (i993: l8o).

7 One such forest in the center of lsrael, Britannia Pack, financed by the British

Jews according to the plaque welcoming visitors, is actually planted over the re.

mains of at least tive viUages, one of which is stiH easy to decipher as one walks

through the former streets and orchards. lt seems the construction of Zionist

memory requires erasures of earlier memories: it is actuaHy built on such era

fure and dedal. This can be easily learnt âom the i947 Ordnance Survey maps
The detailed story of the destruction of Arab Palestine after i948 can be found in

Khahdi(i99i and t99z) or in Said (i979), among others

8. 1 have dealt with this issue elsewhere (Bresheeth 2001: ZS-zól

9. Jmílz,Jmín was banned by lsraeli censorship a short while ater its release, and this

banning was contested at the lsraeli Supreme Court. This 61m has caused enor-

mous disquiet in lsrael, with the brutahty of the invasion fully exposed in graphic

termo, and wiü powerful montage. The banning Êollowed action taken by some
of the soldiers who took part in the invasion, and daimed the íilm has desecrated

the memory of soldiers who were kiEed during the operation. Such banning is a

most unusual act of pohtical censorship, almosc unthinkable until quite recendB

and bearing witness to the deep decline in the lsraeh pohtical scene.

io. ObviouslB he was not allowed to film there, and had to reconstruct it as a set
elsewhere

n. Tais is no longer the case--lsraeli soldiers no longes allow such meetings to take
place.

rz. Churchill was obviously out of government by r948, having lost the elections in

i945- Habiby uses ChurchiU genericaUX as the icon of the British Empire.

i3. Also the author of My War Díary; l,ebanott,JKne.FIKZy í, í982(i984). Yermiya who

was a high-ranking oMcer in the IDF, broke his silence rather earher than maná;
and exposed a number of atrocities committed by the IDF in i948-49.

i4. See Patrícia Seed's analysis of "taking the key to the house" narratives in her
article in Naficy(1999: 87-94).

i5. Another peúect example of the íort/da model: "now you see it, now you don't"--

one moment they had a come, sat down to break the fast, and then, in a moment.

all was gane. The impossibility of preparing for the inevitable is the source of
trauma, as Freud and Caruth remind us (Caruth pool: zo)

NOTEI

1.

2

Though Caruth's oeuvre in its great iichness inÊorms my analysis, l shaU use one

of her recent articles(Caruth 200i) to anchor my main observations about the

Not by choice, of course, but by dint of being bom in the lsraeli-controlled part

of Palestine betore i967. Some of the films acNally appear as lsraeli íilms in vari-

ous catalogues, including the website of the lsraeli Fiam Fund. Tais is obviously

misleading, as the proper denomination would be Palestine. l cave used the cur-

rent denominations, but Êound it useful to explain here the travesty behind such

a system of deíinition.

It is important to remember that until at least the íhst ittü$aíü, the ability of

Palestinians to produce íilms independendy was âlmost nonexistent. Film pro-

duction is one of the hallmarks of a developed, independent society The lsraeli

occupation made tais almost impossible for many years. Only the Oslo process

in its early stages, and some important technical innovations in vídeo production

and especiaHy post-production, made it possible Êor Palestinians to produce âlms

of quality in great numbers.
Tais New Jew was a creature of a modernist grand narrative, the result of de-

liberate cultural identity construction, a synthetic projection denoting the very

opposite of the Ghetto Jew Hence, mihtary and physical prowess are seen as

essential for this New Jew; as essential as intellectual qualities and commercial

acumen have been for the old Jew As the Zionist project and its oMcial(and

unomcial) mythology has depended on, and has contributed to a process of con-

trolling the land of Palestine, connections to the land and to tilJing the land have

also become crucial elements of this new ideological projection. If the OldJew

was landless and demihtarized, as argued by Boyarin, hvhg and existing not on

the band, but in the word, as Steiner has put it(Steiner, i985), then the new Jew

was hving on and in the land, dependíng on his military might. The mydis and

realities of Zionist existence in Palestine, and laser in lsrael, would, it was argued

by Zionist polemicists, somehow purge die NewJew not only of the shame and

films

3

4.
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r6. Those are the very words used by two of the 61mmakers at the start of their

i7. Arab women keep their family names when they marra

r8. Indeed, the achievement of a widely recognized national identity despite all odds

is presented as the main achievement of the Palestinian liberation movement

by Rashid Khahdi(Khahdi 1997: zol g) in the concluding chapter of his exacting

work on the topic.

ig. The text is quoted verbatim 6'om the English version subtitles--it is spoken in
Russian.

zo. Abu Sabra and Shatila a re6erence to Afiel Sharon, the one responsible for the

Sabra and Shatila massacres, even according to the oíiicial commission of inquiry

which Êorced his sacking as Minister of DeÊense in i983.

2i. One such recent case of replacement of the Enghsh Palestine with the Hebrew
Eretz lsraeZ occurred in the translation of Eiic Hobsbawm's CmtKty of Extretttes

indo Hebrew. and pointed out by Yitzhak Laor in Ha'aretz, May iz, zona

zz. See the discussion of naming in Rashid Khahdi's book, where he looks especially

at the naming of Al-Quds/Jerusalem and Haram Al-Sharif(the Temple Mount)

(Khahdi, i997: l6).

z3. This need was íirst pointed out by Azmi Bishara, the philosopher and political

scientist turned pohtician, in an article on the Holocaust and the Arabs(Bishara

i995: 54-7i). The importance of understanding the suüering of Jews during the

Holocaust, and the importance of empathizing with such suHering, as a precon-

dition to the demand and expectation of the same consideration oüered by lsrae-

lijews to the Nakba, was an important departure â'om the more usual dedal or

indiíference displayed by Arab intellectuals. Bishara argues 6or a mutual empathy

that one may develop through familiarity with the story of the other as a pre

condition 6or a long-term relationship of neighborhood and equality in a pense,

what is argued fere is a reversal of historical/pohtical amnesias on both lides as

a precondition for a common future.

z4. There are more dian one hundred of those. Many of them are settlements of

Bedouins, but others algo are termed and treated in this way Tais is a brutal

mechanism for removing people 6'om their land, which they have settled for

many generations, even centuries. There is an ongoing struggle by the commu-

nities but to date it has not been successfül. One of the early innovations by Sha-

ron when commanding the Southern Command was the use of mihtary force,

and, together with another general, YaReh, the setting up of the se-caUed "Green

Patrol," supposedly there to protect the environment but in reahty serving as a

force against the "unrecognized settlements" of the Bedouins.

filmsl

z5.

z6.

On the game topic, see Bresheeth (zoo3).

Again, Freud and Caruth iUuminate this point--it is exactly the pack of tear and

the lack of preparation(the impossibility of preparation) for what they have ex

perienced that causei the trauma in the íirst place. Not being fearful does not
protect ítom trauma, but causes it (Caruth zoom: io).


